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Ex~eriments similar to those carried out with the A.E.G.
—. ..
(Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gcsellschaft) DI airplane”’ were ::,,~
made in the small wind tunnel.of the G/!ttingenlabo~atoq on a
.—
model of the D.F.W. airplane T-29.
4 The rmdel, which is shown in Figure 1, ?as built on Llle
l
same plan as that of the A.E.G. DI model, except that the
steel rod forming the front wing spar was, of necessi-tY,some-
what li@ter. This was, however, offset by the introduction of
a rear spar, al= made of steel, EC that sufficient strei:gth L .-
~as obtained when tinespaces bet~een the skeet rzetalribs were
—
filled in. The scale of the model was 1/17, in order -tocorre-
spond to the dimensions of the wind tunnel-
Three series of tests were carried out on the model with a
velocity head (or d?ynamicpressure) of 5 kg/m2 (1.02 lb/ftz),
durifigwhich one of the movable surfaces was deflected at vari-




‘ From Technische Berichte, Vol. 111, No-7, pp. 253-260-
l (23d report of the C%ttingen Aerodynamical Ins-t: :-i-Le.)
** See Technische Berichte, Vol. 111, No.2, p.3G.
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The horizontal stabilizer was set, in all these tests, at
a positive angle of 1.5°t.othe engine czanksti-t axis.
The forces and moments are inGicmted 3Y their coefficicats,
as in the case of the A.E.G. model, and the portion cut out of
.—
—
the lower plane by the fuselage (60 cm=-- 9.3 in=), has been _b -
restored to the main supporting surface. The area of the main
supporting surface is 1515 cm2(234.83 in=). The moments ~Te
referred to this surface and to tie maximnn chord (10.3 cm -
4.06 in) of the upper wing. The following three axes, at right
angles to one another through the center of gravity, have been
.—
chosen as axes for the nmments, in the same manner as in prev-
.
ious tests.~
The axis of the pitching ~ment iS at right angi.es to the
—
plane of symmetry and is positive to tie left. The axis of .
+Ae rolling mment is parallel to the engine crankshaft and is
positive reaxivard. The axis of the yawing moment is at ri@t .
angles b the two above and is ~sitive i-~~ upward direction.
—
The moments are reckoned as positive when the direction of
turning is cloc-kwise,as viewed in the direction of the positi:ve
axis. A positive pitching moment therefcre tends to raise the
tail of the airplane and a positive rolling moment tends to
raise the right wings while a positive yawing rmment tends to
force the tail to the right. The center of gravity, in accord-
L
ante with the dimensions shown in Figure 1, is in the plane of
d
x ,Thisinformation is not given in the report on the A.E.C-.
model, since it was given in another re-~rt tlnatshould have
l?T~(7~d~fi i% hII* w~.~chhss not vet been nublidned.
-3-
symmetry of the model, 0.3 cm (.118 in) above the axis of the
engine crankshaft and 12.3 cm (4.84 in) behind the nose of the
fuselage.
The forces and moments are shown in exactly the same way
as for the A.E.G. model in Figures 2 to 7. The angular deflec-
tions of the elevator ah rudder are reckoned from the mean
plane Of tinecorresponding fixed surfaces ati that of the ail-
erons from the direction of the chord of the upper wing.
Of special interest among the results of the tests is the
different run of the elevating nnments. The curves for the
A.E.G. model, r~s~ng to the right, denote stability with the
elevator locked, while the slight incli~tion to the left with
the D.F.’i’.~del denotes a slight instability. For the maximum
CL valueS, the stabili~ of the A.E.G. model continues to in-
Crea-seand the instability of the D.F,W. mudel is converted into
stability. The rolling moments shown when the angular deflec-
tion of the ailerons is 0°,
to the unequal distribution
section of the wind tunnel,
the model.
are due in both series of tests,
of the air velocity over the cross- ,
rather than to lack of symmetry in
.-4-
~~ble 1, Elevator Deflection.-
Angle of
Y8 ;g CL CD cm ‘-attack ,












































































































































Table 1. ElevatGr Deflection (Cont.)
Angle of
‘g ‘g CL CD
cm
attack
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Table 1. Elevator Deflection (Cent.)
Angle of



















































Elevator 30*. RU&deT 0°
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Table 1. Elevatcr Deflection (Cont.)
Angle of i
‘g ‘1? CL I
~ I cm ““_+
attack ..-.-
Elevator--10° Rudder 0° Aileron 0°
‘= -~-71.2 ‘–-”
-— _..— ——- —I —
–13.6 ~ 9.40 ~ “ -7.0 ..”.;
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Table 1. Elevator Deflection (Cont.)
I
Angle of ! I I
‘g % I CL ~ CD \ %
attack I 1
Elevator~5° Rudder 0° Aileron 0°
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Rudder 5° Aileron OG
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Elevator 0° ‘ Rudder 10° Aileron 0°
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Table 2. Rudder Deflection (Con’t=).



























































































































































































Table 2. Rudder Deflection (Cent-)
Angle of cm ““‘-”
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Table 3. Aileron Deflection (Cont.)
8 I
Angle of
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Table 3. Aileron Deflection (Cont.)
Angle Of I
‘g ‘? CL






























































52.7 ~ 55.6 6.95
58.1 i 65.2 ~ 7.7068.8
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20-4 ‘ -4.1 ..-
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Table 3. Aileron Deflection (Cent.)
Angle of
‘g ‘g






















































































































































































































Table 3. -AileronDeflection (Cont.)
.
.
Elevator 0° Rudder 0°
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Table 3. Aileron Deflection (Cont.)
Angle of I
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